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Introduction 
In [ 151, Sharp and Zakeri give a procedure for constructing so-called modules of 
generalized fractions (over a commutative ring A with identity) which generalizes 
the usual theory of localization of modules. In two subsequent papers 116,171 they 
demonstrated that this concept has a wide range of application in commutative 
algebra; in particular, the involvement with top cohomology modules (and with the 
Monomial Conjecture) will be of interest o us here. 
In an earlier paper [8] we considered various universal aspects of the theory of 
generalized fractions, using complexes as our main tool; certain maps defined by 
multiplication by a determinant were found to play a subsidiary role. In this paper 
we highlight these so-called determinantal maps, showing that in fact they play a 
crucial part in the theory of generalized fractions, especially in those aspects which 
deal with top cohomology modules. In fact our work yields an explanation of this 
interaction, and shows that generalized fractions provide a framework in which 
previous work with (top) cohomology modules, especially that involving duality, 
can be freed from the restriction that the ring be local and Noetherian. 
Indeed part of our intention is to escape from homological methods; in particular 
we generalize a result in Griffiths and Harris [2, p. 6901 concerning A-sequences in 
a Noetherian local ring A to the case of M-sequences over a Noetherian ring A, with 
A4 a finitely generated A-module, the proof being non-homological (see Theorem 
3.7), This confirms in part a conjecture made at the end of [8,§3]. 
Finally, we close with a discussion which illustrates how the local Lichtenbaumb- 
Hartshorne theorem may be formulated in terms of the ideas in this paper. 
We remark here that in Sections 2, 3, and 4, we shall meet direct limit systems 
which are more general than the standard ones, in that there is now a set of 
morphisms between two comparable objects in the system rather than a single 
morphism, as in the standard case. One can use (3.3) below to show that our direct 
limit systems have properties analogous to those of standard systems. 
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This remark is relevant only in Sections 3 and 4; in Section 2 we use a property 
of our systems which is obviously valid (cf. the proof of (2.4)). 
1. Preliminaries 
The reader is referred to [ 15,171 for details of the following brief resume of the 
theory of Sharp and Zakeri. 
Let A be a commutative ring with identity and let M be an A-module. The positive 
inicgen; are denoted by IN with n as a typical element, while D,,(A) denotes the set 
of n x II lower triangular matrices over A. (Later on we shall need to consider the 
set M,(A) of all n x n matrices over A.) As usual, IHI denotes the determinant of 
a matrix HEM,(A), while ’ denotes matrix transpose. 
A non-empty subset U of A” is called triangular if 
(i) given (u, , . . . , u,) E U, (uy’ , . . ..U>)E U for all a)iE IN, 1 SiSn; 
(ii) given (ur, . . . , u,) and (or, . . . , u,) in U, there exist (w,, . . . , w,) E U and 
H, KE O,(A) such that 
Whenever we can do so without ambiguity we shall denote (u,, . . . , u,) by U, 
(u?‘, . . . , up) by ua, and [ul .*. u,]’ by uT, and we shall use obvious extensions of 
this notation. 
Given such a triangular subset U of A”, we can form the module of generalized 
fractions W94= {a/u 1 a EM, u E U}, where a/u denotes the equivalence class of 
the pair (a, u) EM x U under the following equivalence relation - on A4 x U: 
(c, X) - (d, y) precisely when there exist z E U and P, QE O,(A) such that PxT = 
& QvT, with IPlc-IQldECy-*ZiM. 
Now VnM is an A-module under the operations 
a/u+b/o=(IMIa+IKIb)/w, 
r - (a/u) = ra/u, 
for r E A, a, b EM, u, v E U, and any choice of If., &ED,,(A) and w E U such that 
HUT = WT =KvT. Furthermore we shall need the following basic properties of 
generalized fractions: 
roposition 1.1 [15,17]. Let m EM and XE U. Then 
(i) m/x= j H I m/y for any choice of HE D,,(A) and y E U such that HxT = yT; 
and 
(ii) for i= I, . . . . n - 1, Xim/X=O. 
(iii) U-“A@& M== U-“M under the natural map. 
Given x, y E U and HE O,(A) - or in fact HE M,(A) - such that HxT =yT, not 
only do we have the canonical projection M/CyyiM+M/CrfXiM, but also a map, 
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supplied by Cramer’s Rule, which is induced by multiplication by IHI, viz. 
IHI l :M/iXiM-*M/i_yiM; 
1 I 
(1.2j 
these two maps are sometimes linked in duality (cf. [8, $41). The map (1.2) will be 
called the determinantal map (associated with H). 
Let x1, . . . , x, E A. A particularly important instance of the theory of generalized 
fractions concerns the triangular set 
u(x)n = { (XY’, .. . , X~)IaiElN,lSiln). 
Let U be an arbitrary triangular set in A”. Then U is a directed set under the quasi- 
order s defined as follows: x~y precisely when Hx' =yT for some HE D,,(A). 
Moreover, if xcy in U, there is induced an A-homomorphism U(x);“M + U( y)iNM 
and indeed U-“M = LeXE u U(x),“M, where the direct limit is taken over the 
directed system given by the induced mappings. 
Associated with U, we have the triangular set 
U={(ul ,..., u,_t,0~)10,=1 and (ut ,..., u,_+&U for some 
u,EA, or (ul ,..., u,_~,v,)E U}. 
Note that U is a cofinal subset of (U, I), so U-“M= fi-“M under the natural map. 
In particular, in U(x);“M we may allow in elements of the form a/x’ with cy,, = 0. 
(This is a variation on the important notion of the expansion of a triangular subset.) 
Returning to the modules U(x),“M, we have the following result. 
Proposition 1.3. (i) (Cf. [la, Chap. II, 2.2(ii)].) In U(x);“M, a/xU = 0 if and on/y 
if there exists a positive integer y 2 Cyi, 1s ic n, such that 
n-l 
g-a ... XY-I 
1 n aE c xiyM. 
1 
(ii) (Cf. [ 17,2.1], [S, 1,7(ii)].) The element x, acts as an automorphism on 
U(x);“M, and U(x);“M is t:he orbit of the subset (a/xa 1 a, = 0) under this action. 
Finally, let x1, . . . , xn + 1 E &4. In a slight extension of previous notation, we let 
U(X), (resp. U(x), + t ) denote the triangular subset of An (resp. A”’ ’ ) formed as 
before using the sequence x1, . . . , x, (resp. x1, . . . , x,, + 1 ), and we use obvious de- 
velopments of this notation. 
2. Determinantal maps and generalized fractions 
Given a triangular subset U of A”, we let U[l] denote the subset UX { 1) of 
A ‘? It is easily seen that U[l] is a triangular subset of A”+‘; the notation (II, 1) 
will be used to denote a typical element of U[l]. Given x, y in U with xry, where 
y’= HxT with HE&(A), we have the determinantal map 
aH : M/xM+M/yM 
induced by multiplication by I.HI ; here, for the sake of brevity, we have used XM 
(resp. yM) to denote z:XjM (resp. Cy YjM),. alid we shall use this abbreviated 
notation below, wherever possible. In particular, XA will denote 1: XiA. Then 
{M&M 1 XE U) forms a directed system under these maps. We let 
Y = I( W, M) = L@ M/.xM 
XEtJ 
with &: M/xMYX the canonical map, for each XE U. 
We begin with two technical lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose a/@, 1) =0 in U[l I+-’ M. Then there exist HE O,(A) and 
v E U such that v ‘=Hu’, with IH(aEvM. 
Proof. By definition, there exist & & + l (A) and (v, l)~U[l] such that IKiaEvM, 
where 
K - (u, QT = (v, r)T. (2.2) 
Let H be the top left n x n-submatrix of K. Then by Cramer’s Rule applied to (2.2), 
1KI l 1 E IHI. 1 +vA, 
and the result now follows easily. 
Lemma 2.3. Let x1, . . . , x,, l E A, and let U = U(x),. Then there is a natural iso- 
morphism 
W&T i ’ M=(U[l]-“-‘i’Q+,. 
Remark. In the latter module we perform ordinary localization w.r.t. x,, l. 
Proof. Let S = {a/f E U(X),: i ’ M 1 a,, l =O}. Then S is a submodule of U(x),l:T ‘M, 
and there is a natural surjective A-homomorphism from I/[ l]‘“- ‘M to S. By 
(1.3)(ii), there is induced a surjective A-homomorphism 
@: (U[l]-“-‘M)Xn+, +U(x),“,i ‘IM; 
we show that Ker @ =O. 
For that, it suffices to consider an element of Ker @ of the form (&(x~, l))/l. 
Thus a/(xP, 1) = 0 in L/(x),:i ’ AL By (1.3)(i), there exists a positive integer y zpi, 
14 irn, such that 
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But in U[l] -+‘A& by (1.1)(i), 
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We deduce that in U[l]-“-*M, 
x,‘+*Qz/(.@, l)=O, 
and the result follows. 
We now come to the main result of this section, in which we return to the situation 
where U is an arbitrary triangular subset of A”. 
Theorem 2.4. JY( U, M) 5: I/[ l]-” - ‘M. 
Proof. For each XE U, let wX : M/xM+U[l]-“-‘A4 be the map 
lu,(m + xM) = m/(x, 1). 
It is clear from (1 .l)(ii) that each t,~* is a well-defined A-homomorphism. Given 
X, ye U with x~y, i.e. yT = HxT where HE D,(A), clearly 
(Y, UT= 
[ 1 
f ; 6, UT* 
Hence by (M)(i) applied in U[l]-“-‘A!, m/(x, I)= IHlm/(y, l), so t,uV=~_,.~xff 
(where we recall that Q is the determinantal map associated with H). Thus 
the family of maps { wX 1 XE U) induces an A-module homomorphism 
w : X+U[l]-“- ‘M. Clearly U[ l]-“- *M= U { Im wX 1 XE U}, so v/ is surjective. It 
remains to show that Ker ry= 0. 
Let kKer w. Then there exist YE U and m +yMEM/yM such that 
&(m +yM) = k and ~,,(KN +yM) =O. Thus m/(y, 1) =0 in U[l]-“- ‘M, and it 
follows from (2.1) that there exist z E U and HE D,(A) with zT = HyT such that 
aH(m + yM) = 0. Hence 
k = $(m +yMj = B,(aH(m +yM)) = 0. 
Corollary 2.5. Let xl, . . . , xn+ 1 E A and let U = U(x),. Then 
U(x),Pi’MZx(LJ, M),+,. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (2.3) and (2.4). 
Remark. In [8, 821 we showed that various basic formal propertiles of generalized 
fractions followed from a characterization of U(x),;: 7 ‘M which involved a certain 
complex. It is clear from the discussion there that (2.5) could be used for the same 
purpose. 
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3. Applications to poor M-sequences and to top cohomology modules 
IFirst we present wo technical results. 
Lemma 3.1. Let ul, . . . ,u,EA and ul, . . . . v, E A, and let K&4,,(A) be such that 
KuT = vT. Let ~0 = nl Ui, ~0 = nl vim Then 
Vo-uoIKI E i AUiVi. 
1 
Proof. Clearly the result holds when n = 1. Suppose the result true in the case of 
n - 1 elements of A, where we take n ~2. Let K= [kii] and let H be the top-left 
(n - 1) x (n - I)-submatrix of K; set ~6 = ny-’ Ui. 
l3y Cramer’s Rule, 
Zence 
uolKl E2I~IHIV~+‘~‘AuiV~. (3.2) 
Now H[ur l a= u,,_ IIT = [ur - kr,u, l ** v,,- 1 - k,_ I;n~,]T, so by induction hypothesis 
n-l n-l 
7 tvi-kinun>-uiIH/ E C Aui(ui-kinu,) 
1 
and it follows that 
Hence by (3.2) 
uOIKI EVO+ i AUiVi, 
and the result follows. 
Lemma 3.3. Let ul, . . . , u, E A and v 
satisfy KuT = vT 
1, l, v,EA, and let KdM,,(A), HED~(A) 
=HuT. Set vO= ny via Then 
-roof. Let H=[hij]; if t=O let H,=[l], and if lrtsn let Ht be the top-left txt- 
submatrix of H. Let K=[kv]; if t=n let K,=[l], and if Ost<n let A& be the 
bottom right (n - t) x (n - t)-submatrix of K. Until further notice i is a fixed integer 
such that 1 sisz. Then 
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i n 
pi= C huUj = C kuUj, 
j=l j=l 
so 
(hii - kii)Ui E ‘i’ AUj + h 
1 
W) 
NOW Hi_IIUl***Ui_I]T=[U1 "'Ui-I]T, so by Cramer’s Rule and (3.41, and notin, 
that IHi- hii= IHil, we have 
(A similar argument will be uEed below.) Thus 
i- 1 
(IHi IluiI-IHi-~)kiil~iI)uiE C Aoj+ IHiI IKiI (3g5) 
1 
NOW Ki[Ui+ 1 l ** UnlT= [Wi+ 1 l a* w,]~ where 
i 
wi =Vj- C k* td I=, J1 t’ i+lljln, 
so by Cramer’s Rule, for i + 15 j ,C n, 
IKilUjE i AVt+ ii AUt-UiIKi(j)l 
ii 1 1 
where K!j’ is Ki with its (j- i)th column replaced by [ki+ l,i l -* kNilT- 
As before, it follows that for i + 15 j ,<n, 
Since hiiui E vi + Cf- ’ Au, and I Hi_ 1 I tit E C, G* Ao,, 1 c&i- 1, we deduce that for 
i+lsjsn, 
IHil IKilUjE C AVt-IHi_,I IK~i)lVi* (3.6) 
t+i 
Taking (3.6) together with (3.5), we hzve 
i.e. 
Hence 
Hil lKil-IHi-* IKi-IllViE C Avt* 
t*i 
The result follows on summing 0~ i. 
remark. Lemma 3.3, and to a lesser extent Lemma 3.1, are variants of f 18, Chap. 
Ii, 1.41 and the proof of (3.3) especially is inspired by that of Zakeri. A result de- 
duced from (3.3~ could replace (3.Q but we have preferred the above exposition 
because (3.1) is so much simpler than (3.3). 
We now apply our results to poor M-sequences, where M is an A-module. 
Recall that x1, . . . 9 X, E A is called a ~CMM Mhequence when (XI ) . . . , Xi_ 1 )M: xi = 
(x 1, l ,x~__~)M, 1 skn, 
roof. By [IS, Chapter II, 3.15] (see also [IS, 3JOj) there exist a poor MRsequence 
21 ,...,zn and J,Kd&(A) such that JjrT=z T = KyT. Let D be the diagonal matrix 
diag(zr , . . . , z,). Now z:, .** ,zi is a poor M-sequence. Moreover cxDatKcyH= aDaKH 
and aDaJ = ~~~~ by [8,3.2], @D,J is a monomorph~sm* Further, by (3.3), 
~~~~~=~~~~, and the result follows. 
Remark. This result, which is a special case of a conjecture made at the end of 
[S, 531, generalizes part of the Proposition on p. 690 in f2]. The hypotheses on A 
and M can be weakened slightly (see 115, 18; lot. cit.]). 
We now consider an application to top local ~ohomo~ogy modules; for the re- 
mainder of the section we suppose that A is a Noetherian local ring of dimension 
n with maximal ideal m, and with system of parameters ( .0.p.) x1, l *. , x,. We let 
the abbreviation ‘s.s.o.p.’ stand for ‘subset of an s,o.p.‘* 
Let FV= {(u,, .*., u,) 1 there exists j with OS jli; i such that ul, ..* ) uj form an 
s.s.o,p, and uj+ I = l = u, = I ); then IV is: a triangular subset of A” [lb]. Let 
V= U(x), and iet U be a triangular subset of An such that C”E UZ; Mlr/, The follow- 
ing is a paraphase of a result of Sharp and Zakeri; their proof was homo~ogica~ in 
nature, 
ere ~~(M~ is the nth focal ~~horn~~o~~ module; for the properties of focal 
~ohomo~ogy (w.r*t. an arbitrary ideal a) see [3,5,13] and [14,$2]. In fact we need 
a slight extension (probably we~~R~nown~ f a result from 114, $23. 
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Proposition 3.9 (cf. [ 14,2.3]). Let a be cp proper ideal of A. Then for any A-module 
M, 
H,“(M)==H,“(A)@, M. 
Proof. This follows easily from [14,2.3] on noting that H,“( -) and H,“(A)@, - 
commute with direct limits. 
We now show that (3.8) follows in a relatively elementary manner from our 
results. 
For u, o E W we define u 5 u precisely when OA c uA, or equivalently when there 
exists KE M,(A) such that uT- KU? Then (W, 5) is a directed quasi-ordered set, 
and we again have an associated irected system fi of modules { M/uM 1 u E W} 
under the family of corresponding determinantal maps. Let ._? = ,g( W, M) denote 
the direct limit of %i. 
Let u E W. Since x E W, there exists w E W such that u ZG w and XC w (where 5 is 
the standard quasi-tirder on W). Hence wl, . . . . w, is an s.o.p., and there exists 
SE IN such that x[ErtiA, 1 &in. Let yi=x,& 1 s&n, and let K be any member of 
M,(A) such that KyT = [ yf .** yzlT. Further, let D be the diagonal matrix 
diag( yt , . . . , y,,). Apply (3.1) with Ui=yi, Oi=y,?; we deduce that ~D(Y~=cYDcYK as 
composite maps 
M/yM-+M/(y: ,..., y;)M*M/(y;,..., y,3)M. 
Hence {M&f, . . . , xk)M 1 t L l} together with the maps Q : M/(x;, . . . , xL)M -+ 
M/(.x;+‘, . . ..x.+’ )M, where E is the diagonal matrix diag(x,, . . . 9 x,J, form a 
cofinal subfamily % of %+. Certainly then the larger subfamilies 
with maps of the form aH, HE D,(A), are also cofinal in YI. Hence on passing to 
the direct limit we have 
and furthermore 2 is the direct limit of %‘. But is well-known that when M = A, the 
direct limit of % is Hz(A), and so by (2.4), (3.8) follows in the case M= A. It is 
now immediate from (l.l)(iii) and (3.9) that (3.8) holds in general. 
Finally we remark that the preceding discussion clarifies the connection between 
generalized fractions and the Monomial Conjecture (cf. [ 16,4.1], and also the proof 
of 16, Proposition 21). 
4. Generalized uality theory 
kn [9, lo] Matlis considered a generalized version of local duality; for the 
‘classical’ theory, see [3,5]. We show here that one of Maths’ basic results [9,2.2] 
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can be generalized to a situation involving a certain module of generalized fractions 
over an arbitrary ring. As the resulting generalized theory may only be of technical 
interest, we do not pursue the matter further. The interested reader is invited to do 
so; the ideas in the proof of (4.1) below should give a flavour of the approach 
involved. 
Let A be an arbitrary ring, M an A-module, U a triangular subset of A” con- 
sisting of poor M-sequences. Let K= U[l]-“-‘AI. By (2.4), K= L$,EvM/xM, 
where we form the direct limit using the determinantal maps aH: M/xM-+M/yM, 
where XCY in U with yT = HxT for HcD,,(A). [By the argument used in the proof 
of (3.7), we could even allow H to come from M,(A); however, as we shall see for 
instance in (4. l), the fact that HE O,(A) allows us to look for inductive proofs (cf. 
the use made of [8,3.2] in the proof of (3.7)).] 
Consider the particular case where x1, . . . , x, is an A-sequence, U = U(x), , and 
M= A, with A a local Noetherian ring. Then, as in the remarks at the end of Section 
3, an application of (3.1) shows that K coincides with the module K defined by 
Matlis in [9,§2]; this module is basic to the theory of [9, lo]. In fact, K there equals 
H,“(A), where a =xA [9,3.4], and Matlis there generalizes the ‘classical’ theory in 
which, further, n = dim A. 
By [8,5.2], the maps aH are injective so, as on [9, p. lOO], we may identify 
M/xM with its image in K, for each XE U. We can now give the promised generaliza- 
tion of [9,2.2], which, as Maths says (lot. cit.), is basic to his entire approach. For 
XE U, let 
Ann,xA={k&IxA=k=O}. 
Theorem 4.1. For each x E U, Ann, XA = M/xM. 
Proof. Clearly M/xM C, AnnK XA . Conversely, let k E AnnK XA , where we may sup- 
pose that k = m +yM (with m EM, y E U, and yT = HxT for some HE D,,(A)), and 
that XimEyM, 1 s&n. 
We must show that 
mEIH(M+yM. (4.2) 
Now (4.2) is trivially true when n = 1, so suppose that the result holds when n is 
replaced by n - 1, where n ~2. Let H= (ho]. 
Note that y1 = h,,x, and that the analogues of [7, p. 102, Q. 11 and Q. 12(b)] 
hold, viz. x1, y2, . . . , yII and hll, y2 , . . . , yn are poor M-sequences, and hr 1 is a non- 
zero-&visor on M/CiyiM (cf. the proof of [8, 3.21). 
Now x1 m E Cy yiM, and on multiplying across by h, 1 and collecting terms, we 
have yJm--h,,m,)E CiyiM, for some ml EM. Hence mdztlml + C,“yiM. 
The hypotheses on m imply that 
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using the non-Nero-divisor property of h,] i we deduce Collecting terms in hi1 and 
that 
Pass to A = A&A and to M= ~~~~ for Q EA, let it denote the canonical 
image of c1 in A, Then x2, .. . , J$ and jj2, . . . , jjn are poor ~ase~uences in A, and 
[ p2 -*.&Jr = G[.Q +** &JT where G = [‘,$ E Dn _ i(A) is specified as follows: 
ipij- -$------ t+l,j+l* Id, jSn- 1, 
By the induction hypothesis* therefore, (4.3) yields that 
mt f h22 me* ~~~~~ i ~~~+~~~= 
z 
~uiti~~y across by hi l, and the desired result follows. 
5. The llocal Lichten~a~m-~a~~h~rne theorem 
This theorem is stated as follows: 
rS, succinct proof of this resuft has been given in [11 v Chap. II v 8% and the con- 
verse has been thoroughly investigated by Sharp 1141. 
Now Remark lo of [I], together with Nak~yan~a’s Lemma, shows that there exists 
an ideal 16, generated by n elements, such that rad a = rad b. (This also follows from 
112, Chap. 2, 2.2 and 2.31 (see the remark on p. 31 therm).) Since N,“(A) and the 
hypothesis of the theorem depend only on the radical class of a, we may assume that 
there exist aI ) ,. . f a, in A with a=@, ... v a,). By [3,2.3], ~~~A) can be interpreted 
as a direct limit of Koszul homology modules, and in the present situation we have 
N,“(A)=l~A/(a’l,...,a~) 
I 
with the map 
A/(ai, .en v ai)+A/(a{“, .~~va~‘m’) 
being induced by multiplication by a, where we set a = al = -8 a,. (This idea is a slight 
generalization of one used at the end of Section 3, and also (for exam 
proof of 16, proposition 21.) 
Hence showing that ~~~A) =O is e~uivaIent to proving the fo~~o~ving: gi\;en 
PE R\1, there exists SE !PJ such that aSE(a{+sv .. . ,6,“‘). 
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By moving to (a[, . . . , a’,) we may even suppose that r = 1. So far this formulation 
would appear to be deceptively simple; it is of interest o contrast it with the state- 
ment of Conjecture 1 in [6] - of course when q I) . . . , a,, is an s.o.p. the hypothesis 
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